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Abstract

Live video delivery is expected to reach a peak of 50 Tbps this year [7]. This surging popularity is fundamentally changing the Internet video delivery landscape. CDNs must meet users’ demands for fast join times, high bitrates, and low buffering ratios, while minimizing their own cost of delivery and responding to issues in real-time. Wide-area latency, loss, and failures, as well as varied workloads (“mega-events” to long-tail), make meeting these demands challenging.

An analysis of video sessions [32] concluded that a centralized controller could improve user experience, but CDN systems have shied away from such designs due to the difficulty of quickly handling failures [29], a requirement of both operators and users. We introduce VDN, a practical approach to a video delivery network that uses a centralized algorithm for live video optimization. VDN provides CDN operators with real-time, fine-grained control. It does this in spite of challenges resulting from the wide-area (e.g., state inconsistency, partitions, failures) by using a hybrid centralized+distributed control plane, increasing average bitrate by 1.7× and decreasing cost by 2× in different scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Demand for live video is increasing by 4–5× every three years and the live video peak streaming rate is expected to reach 50 Tbps this year [7]. This demand spans widely different types of videos (professionally-produced and user-generated) and workloads (“mega-events” to long-tail). The 2014 World Cup, a recent live video mega-event, used traditional CDNs to deliver live streams totaling several terabits per second [38], which is estimated to be 40% of all Internet traffic during that time [37]. At the other extreme, 55 million Twitch users [4] watch more than 150 billion minutes of live video each month, generated by over 1 million users, making it the fourth largest Internet traffic producer in the US [5, 41].

The diversity and volume of live video delivery makes it a complex challenge for modern content delivery infrastructures. However, huge demand isn’t the only challenge; users, CDNs, and the network environment impose additional requirements. Users demand high quality, instant start-up (join) times, and low buffering ratios [10]. CDNs want to meet client demands while minimizing their delivery costs and responding to issues in real-time [35]. Finally, operating over the wide-area network environment requires designs that handle common latency variations and communication failures.

The traditional solution to these problems is traffic engineering. However, even state-of-the-art systems [23, 25] work on traffic aggregates at coarse timescales. Users’ demands for high per-stream quality and CDNs’ demands for fast failure recovery require control over individual streams at fine timescales. Overlay multicast systems [12, 14, 26, 30], while focusing on individual stream optimization, overlook issues that arise with the many concurrent, independent, high-bandwidth streams in today’s environment. Internet-scale, video-specific systems like Conviva’s C3 [19] use client-side analytics to pick the best CDN for a given client at a given time but ignore the actual data delivery. Although current CDNs provide good video quality, a previous analysis of a large collection of video sessions [32] concluded that
a centralized video controller algorithm could greatly improve end-user experience. Even so, traditional CDNs have shied away from centralized designs due to the difficulty of providing good performance while quickly handling failures in the wide area [29].

Unfortunately, past work on live video delivery does not meet the practical and real-time requirements of both CDNs and users. In summary, we need a live video control plane that: 1) enables proactive control over cost and quality at fine-grained timescales, 2) scales to today’s largest CDNs and their workloads, 3) achieves real-time responsiveness to minimize join time and respond to failures, and 4) meets these goals despite wide-area network delays and failures.

In order to address these challenges, we propose a new system, called video delivery network (VDN), that allows CDN operators to dynamically control both stream placement and restrict bitrates automatically, at a very fine timescale in a WAN environment. Traditionally, clients adapt bitrates independently; VDN gives CDN operators a say, as they have the best view of current resources and delivery costs. At its core, VDN uses a centralized algorithm that performs end-to-end optimization of live stream routing. The centralized algorithm is a piece of the larger VDN framework, which mitigates WAN challenges with a hybrid approach that balances the benefits of centralized control with the resilience and responsiveness of distributed control.

We evaluate VDN using traces of real video sessions from multiple live content providers as well as a WAN testbed. We show that, in a variety of scenarios such as heavy-head (e.g., a sports game) and heavy-tail (e.g., user-generated streams), VDN provides a 1.7× improvement in average bitrate and reduces delivery costs by 2× compared to current CDNs. We scale VDN to 10,000 videos and show it can react at a timescale of 200 ms.

In summary, our contributions are:

- A **centralized algorithm** based on integer programming that coordinates delivery to provide high-quality live video streaming at scale while giving control “knobs” to operators to balance cost and quality.
- A responsive **live video delivery framework** that minimizes join time and mitigates WAN challenges using a hybrid centralized+distributed control plane.

## 2 Motivation

### 2.1 Setting

**CDN background:** We focus on optimizing CDNs for HTTP-based live video delivery. Each entity on the video delivery path (see Figure 1) can be independently optimized (e.g., clients in Conviva’s C3 [19]), however the focus of this work is CDN optimization.

**Live video:** Live video is particularly challenging due to lack of caching and buffering within the delivery network. In HTTP-based live streaming, a video is encoded at multiple pre-determined bitrates. At each bitrate, each stream is broken into multiple 2–10 second chunks, which clients fetch independently via standard HTTP GETs. Clients typically adapt to network issues by fetching different bitrates [6].

**CDN structure:** Figure 2 presents the high-level structure of a CDN’s video delivery system [29, 35, 40]. Each node represents a cluster of co-located servers. A CDN’s internal network consists of three logical pieces: video sources that import videos into the system, reflectors that forward content internally, and edge clusters that directly serve end-users (individual clients or aggregate ASes). Each link has a delivery cost associated with it. These link costs are a result of private business deals, but they tend to be more expensive for source/reflector links (typically long-haul WAN links) and less expensive (some entirely free) for edge/AS links [2]. In Figure 2, the link between A and D is a high cost link.

**CDNs and DNS:** When clients resolve the name of a video stream, the CDN’s DNS-based client mapping service maps them to a nearby edge cluster, based on a number of factors (e.g., load, latency, etc.) [35]. When a client’s request for a particular channel arrives at an edge cluster, the edge cluster forwards it to a reflector (found via DNS), which in turn forwards it to a source (found via DNS); the content is returned via the reverse path. When multiple requests for the same content arrive at the same node (e.g., C in the figure), only one request is forwarded upwards. The end result is a distribution tree for each video from sources to edge clusters.

This has been the design used by Akamai for live streaming since 2004 [29], externally observed in 2008 [40] and referenced by Akamai in 2010 [35]. We confirm this holds today [2].
**Problems with modern CDNs:** Using DNS to map requests to the appropriate upstream cluster is very natural as CDN workloads have shifted from web-oriented to live streaming. Mapping clients to edge clusters with DNS makes sense, since most live video content is embedded in websites, which already use DNS. However, using DNS to map internal clusters to upstream clusters causes issues: 1) CDNs can’t “push” updates to clusters and must instead wait for clusters to “pull” from DNS after a timeout period (the DNS TTL); and 2) To reduce load on DNS, CDNs group different streams together, reducing granularity [29, 40]. Furthermore, CDNs today update DNS mappings using heuristics [2, 29, 35, 40], impacting performance. We explore these issues in more detail.

**DNS TTLs:** DNS relies on DNS clients (i.e., clusters) to ask for updates when cached DNS results expire (every ~30 seconds) [40], preventing a central controller from sending updates as they are ready. This reduces the efficacy of the controller, thus lowering end-user quality and responsiveness to failures. Furthermore, CDN clusters can spot local network failures long before a TTL-bound DNS update could arrive and thus could react quicker. Lowering the TTL would help approximate a “push”-based system but at the cost of a large increase in the number of DNS queries.

**Heuristic-based mapping algorithm:** A monitoring system collects performance and load information and, based on this knowledge, updates the DNS system every minute [35]. Generally, CDNs map end-users to edge clusters based on geography, load, whether or not a cluster is already subscribed to the video, and performance relative to the requester [2, 29, 35, 40]. It is implied that the mapping of edge clusters to reflectors is done similarly [35], but the specific algorithm is not publicly known. A measurement study points out that geographically close edge clusters all map to the same reflector for the same groups of videos, providing further evidence [40]. Additionally, an analysis of video traces shows that mapping requests based on a global view of the network [32] could provide major benefits for end-users, implying that there are opportunities to improve this mapping.

**Goal:** VDN’s job is twofold: 1) coordinate the selection of distribution trees for each channel and 2) assign groups of clients within a given geographic region to a good edge server. It must perform these tasks while meeting the goals listed below.

### 2.2 Design goals

**Video-specific quality and low cost (quality/cost tradeoff):** CDN operators must satisfy user’s expectation for high video quality, while minimizing their delivery cost. Thus, VDN must optimize for video quality directly, while considering its cost.

**Internet-scale video delivery (scalability):** Many different types of workloads exist for live video: (a) “mega-events” (e.g., World Cup) serving 1M+ users [38], (b) TV-style channels serving 100K users [3], and (c) “long tail” user channels (e.g., Twitch, Ustream) serving 1-10,000 users [11]. (a) tends to be easier as one tree can serve everyone, whereas workload (c) is the toughest, as it requires coordinating across many videos. VDN must support these workloads, out to a target scale of 10,000 channels [40] and 2000 edge clusters [17], beyond the scale of today’s largest CDNs. Such scale is challenging as finding the optimal placement is NP-hard.

**Fine timescale (responsiveness):** VDN must provide fast join time (less than a second) and fast failure recovery, despite challenges in the wide area (e.g., inconsistent state, partitions, loops).

### 2.3 Case for centralized optimization

Despite the lack of public information on how the CDN internal mapping is done, prior work has shown that a control plane designed around centralized optimization can provide great benefit [32]. In this section we focus on the reasons for these benefits.

**Coordination:** Throughout this paper, we use coordination to mean the ability to consider all individual streams simultaneously. As mentioned, modern CDNs have difficulty with this as they aggregate videos and get “locked in” to decisions due to DNS TTLs [40]. Figure 3 illustrates why stream coordination can lead to better resource allocation. Two video channels ($V_1$ and $V_2$) originate from a single source, $S$. The goal is to deliver $V_1$ to AS $A$ and $V_2$ to $B$. Three possible distribution trees exist: $T_1$, $T_2$ and $T_3$ (Figure 3a). We present two feasible distribution strategies in Figure 3b and c. In Figure 3b only client $A$ is served, whereas in Figure 3c both clients are served. The issue is that using distribution tree $T_2$ would congest the $RY$ link. However, knowing this in advance is difficult; it would require not only knowledge of network resources, but also the placement of other streams. A natural solution would be centralization, which affords both a global view of the network and the ability to coordinate streams.

This observation generalizes to large-scale networks. Figure 4 compares a system with a global view that places streams independently without coordination (OM in §7) to one that has a global view and coordinates.
streams (VDN in §7) for a 100 node topology. With 10K videos, we observe up to a 100% improvement in average bitrate.

**Application-specific optimization:** Generic traffic engineering at a centralized controller is not enough; we must perform app-specific optimization. For example, in Figure 5, two videos are encoded as low quality (400 Kbps) and high quality (1500 Kbps) versions. Due to bandwidth constraints (Figure 5a), we must deliver both over link RY. We present two ways to allocate bandwidth in Figure 5b and c. Despite fairly allocating bandwidth between the streams, Figure 5b does worse overall, as both clients only receive the low quality stream. Figure 5c is “unfair”, but is a better strategy as one client is able to get the higher quality stream. Thus, careful consideration of bitrate at the granularity of streams is needed to provide the best quality.

From the two examples, we conclude that we can improve quality with: 1) a global view of network resources; 2) coordination across streams; and 3) consideration of the streaming bitrates. This argues for a video-specific control plane that is logically centralized.

### 2.4 Case for hybrid control

Live video-specific, centralized optimization alone is not sufficient. A fully centralized system would require new video requests to reach the controller across WAN latencies before the video could be viewed, yielding terrible join times. Additionally, centralized optimization using an integer program can take quite long (e.g., 10s of seconds), further impacting join time. Yet, a distributed scheme would be highly responsive as clusters could react to requests immediately, yielding low join times and fast failure recovery. However, we argue that a distributed scheme is challenged to provide the high quality demanded by users at reasonable cost, due to the lack of coordination (§2.3).

A combination of the two schemes, with the quality of a centralized system and the responsiveness of a distributed system would be best suited. We refer to this combination as hybrid control. We avoid poor interactions between the two schemes by exploiting properties of our highly structured topology (§2.1) and by keeping track of alternate paths with enough capacity for each video channel (§4).

### 3 VDN system overview

VDN reuses existing CDN internal infrastructure (source clusters, reflector clusters, edge clusters, and DNS) but employs a new control plane based on hybrid control—a centralized controller makes optimal decisions slowly while clusters simultaneously make decisions quickly based on distributed state. VDN treats each cluster as an atomic unit (as in Figure 6) and controls the distribution of live video from sources to clients; traffic management within a cluster is outside the scope of this paper.

When video v is requested at bitrate b by a client in an AS a, a request is sent to VDN’s DNS server; the response directs the client to send video chunk requests to a nearby edge cluster. If this edge cluster knows about v (i.e., has an entry for (v, b) in its forwarding table), then it forwards the request upstream accordingly. If not, it runs the distributed control algorithm (§4). Reflectors pick source clusters similarly. The video chunk follows this path in reverse. Eventually, centralized control updates the clusters’ forwarding tables (§5).

As a control plane, VDN (1) populates application-layer forwarding tables at each cluster with centrally computed entries, (2) creates forwarding table entries on-the-fly when necessary using distributed control, and (3) updates the client to edge server mapping accordingly in the DNS infrastructure.

#### 3.1 Design

**Physical view:** VDN introduces two physical pieces to the traditional CDN infrastructure: a logically centralized central controller and a local agent in each server cluster. The central controller and local agents are each decomposed into two pieces: (1) a control subsystem that computes path assignments based on network state and (2) a discovery subsystem that tracks incoming requests and topology information.

**Logical view:** VDN’s control plane is driven by two control loops, which update clusters’ forwarding tables at different timescales. A central control loop computes optimal distribution trees (as well as client/server mappings) using the algorithm described in §5. This loop runs continuously and operates on the timescale of tens
of seconds to minutes. Meanwhile, the local agent runs a *distributed control loop* that amends its cluster’s forwarding table to quickly (i.e., sub-second) respond to local changes (e.g., link failures) using distributed state.

**Central control loop:**
1. Local discovery measures link information and tracks AS- and cluster-level channel viewership.
2. Global discovery collects measurements from each cluster and builds a global network view.
4. Local control merges local state with the global decision and updates the forwarding table.
5. Global control updates DNS.

**Distributed control loop:**
1. Local discovery measures link information and tracks AS- and cluster-level channel viewership.
2. Local control merges local state with the global decision and updates the forwarding table.

The two loops have different views of the system, and use their information for different purposes. The central loop sees all clusters, the status of their links, and channel viewership information so that it can assign optimal distribution trees. The distributed loop sees local link conditions and video requests at one cluster as well as a small amount of distributed state. The local agent merges the controller’s decision with this information and installs appropriate forwarding rules. Our hybrid control plane strikes a balance between the high quality of a centralized system and the responsiveness of a distributed system.

## 4 Hybrid control

Running two control loops in tandem can lead to challenges that destroy any benefit that either control loops would have had individually, resulting in a “worst of both worlds” scenario, as hinted in §2.4. When distributed decision-making is used, hybrid control handles this by only considering end-to-end paths that provide enough bandwidth. In this section we examine the interactions of our central and distributed control loops in detail and how we balance them, as well as how hybrid control mitigates issues in the wide-area.

### 4.1 Central control

Central control takes in a global view of the network (video requests and topology information) as input and uses the algorithm described in §5 to calculate the optimal configuration of distribution trees as output. To avoid having a single point of failure, VDN uses multiple geo-replicated controllers, synchronized with Paxos [31]. After making a decision, VDN’s central controller distributes it to individual clusters. To do this, the central controller sends each cluster’s local agent a routing information base (RIB) specific to that cluster, as shown in Figure 7. VDN’s RIB contains information to support hybrid decision-making in addition to the typical routing information (e.g., a prefix and a next hop). In particular the RIB maintains where the information came from (centralized or distributed control), a version number (timestamp), and a set of “evidence” providing the context when this particular RIB entry was computed (link and viewership information sent by this cluster to the
central controller when this decision was computed). Evidence helps distributed control decide if it should override the global decision.

The RIB gets merged with distributed control’s own decision to become the Forwarding Information Base (FIB), used by the data plane. If distributed control decides nothing is amiss, the global RIB entry’s (channel prefix, version number, next hop) tuple is used directly as the FIB entry.

**Discovery:** In order for central control to generate good distribution trees, it needs to have up-to-date information on the state of the network and requests. Keeping track of new requests is relatively simple at the edge clusters. Estimating changes in link capacity available to applications in overlay networks (e.g., due routing changes, background traffic, or failures) is a well studied topic [33, 36, 39], and is thus considered out of scope in this work.

### 4.2 Distributed control

Distributed control keeps track of viewership and path information of upstream neighbors to make quick local decisions in response to changes in network performance, viewership, and failures. The objective is to improve responsiveness by avoiding the costly latency of centralized optimization. Thus, distributed control overrides the central decision in response to dramatic changes.

**Initial requests (DNS):** VDN’s DNS takes into account the user’s geographic location and AS in order to map them to the proper edge cluster as computed by the central controller. If this particular AS has not previously been assigned to an edge cluster, simple heuristics are used to provide a reasonable starting assignment (e.g., an edge cluster that already is subscribed to this video, an edge cluster that’s typically used by this location/AS, etc.). This provides an initial instant mapping of clients to edge clusters.

**Distributing state:** Clusters distribute video subscription and link information to other nodes via a distance vector-like algorithm to aide in reacting to large changes. Each cluster periodically (e.g., every second) sends all connected clusters at the next lower layer (see Figure 2) its “distance” from each channel+bitrate \((v, b)\), denoted \(d(v, b)\), representing how many hops away it is from a cluster that is subscribed to \(v\) at bitrate \(b\); if a cluster is already subscribed to \(v\) at bitrate \(b\), then \(d(v, b)\) at that cluster is 0. Recall that we focus on live video, thus caching is largely unhelpful; clusters only advertise videos they are currently receiving.

When a cluster receives these distance values, it stores them in a table (see Figure 8) along with the available capacity of the bottleneck link on the path to that cluster \(c(v, b)\). The cluster propagates the distance to the closest subscribed cluster with enough path capacity for this bitrate downwards, similar to a distance vector protocol.

**Figure 8: Example of the distributed state table used in Algorithm 1.**

**Reacting to large changes:** If local discovery has detected significant changes in the local network state or viewership used to calculate the most recent central decision (i.e., the “evidence” in the RIB entry), it concludes that its current central forwarding strategy is out of date. Specifically, a cluster considers a RIB entry stale if one or more of the following conditions are met:

- A link referenced in the evidence changes capacity by some percentage (e.g., 20%) set by the operator.
- A link, node, or controller fails, as detected by a timeout.
- It receives a request it doesn’t have a FIB entry for.

**Input:** request for channel \(v\), bitrate \(b\)

**Output:** next-hop cluster for channel \(v\), bitrate \(b\)

```plaintext
/* randomly pick a parent that has a min-hop path to \((v, b)\) with enough capacity to support delivery */
useful := 0
for parent in parents do
    if \(d(v, b)_{\text{via parent}} = \min(d(v, b))\) and \(c(v, b)_{\text{via parent}} > b\) then
        useful = useful ∪ \{parent\}
end
return pick_at_random(useful)
```

**Algorithm 1:** Distributed control algorithm.

If the global “evidence” is deemed invalid, a forwarding strategy is computed by Algorithm 1, using local request and link information as well as the distributed state from upper nodes (Figure 8).

For example, when a cluster receives a request for a video it’s not subscribed to, it uses its table to forward the request to the parent “closest” (based on “distance” \(d()\) values) to the video that has enough spare path capacity \(c()\). If there are no paths available the request is denied, to be serviced by a different edge cluster. It breaks ties randomly to avoid groups of clusters potentially overloading a high capacity cluster after failure. If the parent is not already subscribed to the video, the process repeats until a subscribed cluster is found. The algorithm produces a forwarding strategy that VDN places in the RIB and FIB of the cluster for future use (Figure 7). Large-scale link variations, link failures, and node failures, can all be handled by treating the existing videos as new requests.
Discussion: The algorithm ensures that video streams that deviate from global control only traverse paths with enough spare capacity to support them. This is critical because it means that (1) if the parent of a cluster is already subscribed to the requested video (and has ample bandwidth to the requesting cluster), requests to this cluster will not propagate past the parent (i.e., 1 hop), (2) more generally, in an $n$-level CDN (where $n$ is typically 3 today), only $n-1$ clusters are affected by network / viewer changes as clusters only forward to parents on a path with enough capacity, always reaching source nodes after $n-1$ hops, and (3) clusters that are involved in this algorithm will not be forced to degrade the quality of an existing stream, as we know there is enough capacity on the path to support the incoming request. Thus, the distributed algorithm will not interfere with central control’s already implemented decisions.

Note, through the use of local/global discovery, the central controller will eventually become aware of new requests and failures. By checking evidence in the RIB, clusters will know when central control has “caught up” to the current network state at which point they make the past local decisions obsolete.

4.3 Issues in the wide area

Handling state transitions: When requests are sent up the distribution tree for a given channel, they are tagged with the version number from the RIB. VDN keeps previous versions of the FIB (“shadow FIBs”) to allow clusters to forward requests with old version numbers. Eventually the partitioned clusters will still interact with “visible” clusters by using these old version numbers. This will not interfere with central control's already implemented decisions.

Partitions: Versioning helps with network partitions, where some clusters no longer receive updates from the central controller. Clusters that are partitioned (“invisible” clusters from the controller’s perspective) can still interact with “visible” clusters by using these old version numbers. Eventually the partitioned clusters will switch to exclusively distributed control after they detect that they’re partitioned (e.g., after a controller timeout). As distributed control and central control interact in beneficial ways, partitions are also not a problem.

Loops: Our system cannot have loops as requests only travel “upwards” towards sources, and responses “downwards” towards ASes in our hierarchy.

5 Centralized optimization

This section describes our optimization algorithm that maximizes the overall service VDN delivers to each video channel while minimizing cost. Our algorithm takes in video requests and topology information and outputs the best way to distribute those videos. While the formulation is relatively straightforward, the easiest way to achieve scalability is to eschew finding the true optimal solution in favor of finding a good approximately optimal solution that can be computed relatively fast.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad w_s \cdot \sum_{l \in L, o \in O} \text{Priority}_o \cdot \text{Request}_{l,o} \cdot \text{Serves}_{l,o} \\
\text{subject to:} & \\
\forall l \in L, o \in O & : \text{Serves}_{l,o} \in [0, 1] \\
\forall l \in L, o \in O & : \sum_o \text{Bitrate}(o) \cdot \text{Serves}_{l,o} \leq \text{Capacity}(l) \\
\forall l \in L, o \in O & : \sum_{l' \in \text{InLinks}(l)} \text{Serves}_{l',o} \geq \text{Serves}_{l,o}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 9: Integer program at the controller.

The optimization is called iteratively (around once a minute) allowing parameters (e.g., measured capacities, link costs, new requests) to be modified each iteration.

Input: Videos: We denote a set of live video channels as $V = \{v_1, \ldots, v_k\}$. Each video channel $v$ has its own set of bitrate, $B_v$. Our system treats each item in $V \times B$ as a distinct video object. We denote the set of video objects as $O = \{o_1, \ldots, o_m\}$. Bitrate$(o)$ is the bitrate of the video object $o$ in Kbps. Every video object $o$ has a priority weight associated with it, \(\text{Priority}_o > 0\), set by operators indicating how important it is to serve $o$.

Topology: Our network topology (see Figure 10a) is a directed graph made of server clusters (sources, reflectors, and edges as explained in §2) and ASes, connected by links $\{l_1, \ldots, l_n\} \subset L$ in a four-tier topology. We assume each video object is available at each source cluster (not unreasonable [35], but not fundamental). We add additional dummy links out of every AS node in the graph 1. We refer to this set of dummy links as $L_{AS} \subset L$. For some link $l = (s, s')$, InLinks$(l)$ is the set of incoming links to $s$.

Link capacities: Each link $l \in L$ has a capacity defined by $\text{Capacity}(l)$, in Kbps. This capacity is the measured amount of capacity of the overlay link available to video delivery (i.e., the overall path capacity minus background traffic), which is updated by information from local discovery.

Link costs: Additionally, each link $l \in L$ has a cost defined by $\text{Cost}(l)$ indicating the relative price for delivering bits over that link. This cost can vary over time (i.e., updated between iterations of the ILP) as updated by management (e.g., after business negotiations a link is perhaps free: $\text{Cost}(l) = 0$; perhaps cost varies based on usage, such as “95-percent-rule” billing; or even more complicated policies such as a cap on total externally-bound traffic, etc.).

Requests are associated with a link in $L_{AS}$ (i.e., a requesting AS) and a video object. For some link $l \in L_{AS}$ associated with an AS $a$, if a request for video $o$ originates from $a$ then $\text{Request}_{l,o} = 1$, else $\text{Request}_{l,o} = 0$.

Weights: The system operator provides a global weight for cost $w_c \geq 0$ and a global weight for service $w_s \geq 0$ to strike a balance between service and cost.

Formulation: Figure 9 presents our problem formulation. The optimization takes the following as input (and treats them as constants): $w_s$, $w_c$, Priority, Request, \footnote{This is a common technique in optimization to make the formulation easier.}
Cost, Bitrate, Capacity, and InLinks. It outputs variables \( \text{Serve}_{s, o, l} \in \{0, 1\} \), which indicates whether video object \( o \) should be distributed over link \( l \).

Our objective function directly maximizes service, while simultaneously minimizing its cost (i.e., \( \max: \text{service} - \text{cost} \)). We model service as \( \sum_{l \in \text{L}, o \in \text{O}} \text{Priority}_o \cdot \text{Request}_{l, o} \cdot \text{Serve}_{s, l, o} \). Thus we only serve video objects to AEs that requested them, with the biggest wins coming from higher priority video objects. Service is only improved if a requested video reaches its destined AS. As for priority, we explore various schemes (exploring the quality/quantity tradeoff) in §7. We model cost as \( \sum_{l \in \text{L}, o \in \text{O}} \text{Cost}(l) \cdot \text{Bitrate}(o) \cdot \text{Serve}_{s, l, o} \), the amount of data being transferred around (and out of) the CDN times the link costs.

Our constraints encode the following:

1. A link either does or doesn’t send a video.
2. Obey the link capacity constraint.
3. Only send videos you’ve received.

Output: \( \text{Serve}_{s, l, o} \), determines a set of distribution trees for every requested video. This can be easily translated into forwarding tables for incoming requests within the CDN internal network, and DNS records for mapping clients to edge clusters.

Example: Figure 10 gives an example input with two channels \( V_1 \) and \( V_2 \), with bitrate streams of \([200, 800]\) and \([300, 900]\) kbps respectively. We see that the operator has decided that video object \( V_2 \) has a very high priority (100) — this may be a stream viewers pay to watch (e.g., a pay-per-view sports event). Figure 10a shows the topology, link capacities, and costs. Link \( YA \) has a relatively high cost of 10. Figure 10b shows the optimization result in which two requests for \( V_1 \) are satisfied. Note, the optimization avoids using the high cost \( YA \) link, even though it would have cut down the total number of links used, reducing redundant data transmissions. Once a third request is added (for the high priority stream \( V_2 \)), we observe that \( YA \) is used, as the video’s priority outweighs the high link cost.

### Approximating optimality:

An integer program can take a very long time to find an optimal solution. We employ two techniques (initial solutions and early termination) for fast approximation.

Often a good initial solution can dramatically reduce the integer program runtime. Although it’s tempting to reuse the previous central decision as the initial solution for the next iteration, our formulation changes enough (e.g., new link capacities, video requests, etc.) per iteration that our previous decision may no longer be valid. Thus, we instead we calculate an initial solution greedily.

Another important parameter of integer programs is the termination criteria. Often integer programs will find a feasible solution very quickly that is only slightly worse than optimal, then spend many minutes working towards the optimal solution. This time/quality tradeoff guides our decision to use a timeout to terminate our optimization. In Figure 11 we plot the MIP gap\(^2\) as a function of computation time for differing numbers of videos. We see that for all series up to our target scale of 10,000 videos (see §2.2), a 60 second timeout can provide an almost optimal solution (e.g., \( \sim 1\% \)). Although 60 seconds may seem like a long timescale for optimization with respect to view duration, live video viewers watch on average 30 minutes per session [1], making this a reasonable target.

### 6 Prototype implementation

**Control plane:** We build a prototype central controller that uses Gurobi [21] to solve the integer program. For trace-driven experiments, we run the controller on an r3.8xlarge EC2 instance [8]. For end-to-end experiments, since our testbed is smaller, we run the controller on a machine with a 2.5GHz quad-core Intel Core i5 processor with 4GB of RAM. For these experiments, our controller communicates with data plane nodes over the public Internet, with \( \sim 10\text{ms} \) latency. We believe this to be representative of a real-world deployment.

**Data plane:** We also build a prototype data plane using Apache [16] running on t2.small EC2 instances. Our data plane uses standard Apache modules: mod_proxy configures nodes as reverse HTTP proxies and mod_cache

---

**Figure 10:** Example input and output of the centralized optimization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bitrates (kbps)</th>
<th>Priorities</th>
<th>Requests (at Start)</th>
<th>Service Weight</th>
<th>Cost Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( V_1 )</td>
<td>([200, 800])</td>
<td>([1, 1])</td>
<td>([A, 800], [B, 800])</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_2 )</td>
<td>([300, 900])</td>
<td>([1, 100])</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 11:** The MIP gap of the centralized optimization shows rapid improvement in a short time-frame, even for large numbers of videos.

---

\(^2\)The distance between the current upper and lower bounds expressed as a percentage of the current upper bound
gives us multicast-like semantics. The use of Apache is representative of a real-world deployment as modern live video streaming is HTTP-based. Since these nodes communicate with the controller across the WAN, we see realistic cross-traffic, loss, and delays representative of a real-world deployment.

7 Evaluation

We evaluate VDN in two ways: a trace-driven evaluation of the central optimization focusing on the quality/cost tradeoff and scalability; and an end-to-end wide-area evaluation to test the responsiveness and performance of hybrid control in the presence of variation and failures in real-world environments.

7.1 Trace-driven evaluation

We answer three questions:

1. Does VDN improve video quality and reduce cost?
   VDN improves the average bitrate at clients by 1.7× in heavy-tail scenarios and can reduce cost by 2× in large-event scenarios over traditional CDNs.

2. How does VDN scale? How sensitive is VDN to the network topology?
   We scale VDN’s control plane to 10K videos and 2K edge clusters and see it performs well even with low topological connectivity.

3. How much control do operators have over VDN?
   The knobs offered by VDN are sensitive enough for operators to fine-tune the quality/cost tradeoff and distribution of service over bitrates and videos.

Traces: We evaluate the efficacy of our controller with three traces representative of common workloads:

- **Average Day**: A one-hour trace from a service provider with detailed client-side analytics for a large number of live video providers. It is comprised of 55,000 requests for 4,144 videos from 2,587 cities (18,837 clients) and an average request bitrate of 2725 Kbps. This trace has a long tail: 7% of the videos account for 60% of requests. This represents an average day for a low-demand live video service.

- **Large Event**: A partially synthetic trace made by adding four concurrent sports games with 1 million simultaneous viewers each to Average Day. It is comprised of 48M+ requests for 4,148 videos from 2,587 cities (4M clients) and an average request bitrate of 2725 Kbps. This trace has a very heavy head: 99.89% of requests are for one of the sports games. This represents a heavy (but easily coordinated) load.

- **Heavy Tail**: A synthetic trace generated from Average Day imposing a heavy tail distribution with narrower bitrate variety. It is comprised of 240,000 requests for 10,000 videos from 2,587 cities (82,000 clients) and an average request bitrate of 6850 Kbps. This trace has a heavy tail: the lowest 99% of videos (the tail) account for 60% of requests. Bitrates are drawn from the recommended 240p, 480p, 1080p (400, 1000, 4500 Kbps) guidelines from YouTube live [44], with an additional bitrate of 30 Mbps representing future 4K streams. This represents a heavy load that is hard to coordinate, akin to Twitch or Ustream. Although this trace is synthesized, the mapping of clients to cities and the request arrival times maintain the same distributions as the raw trace.

**Topology**: The traces contain no information about the internal CDN topology, so we generate a three-tiered topology similar to current CDNs [35] consisting of 4 source clusters, 10 reflectors, and 100 edge clusters. Akamai has roughly 1,800 clusters (1,000 networks) located worldwide [17], so this is roughly the right scale for US-wide distribution. We push the scale of the topology up to 2,000 clusters in some experiments. We use a “hose model” to determine link capacities in our overlay network. Each source is given 1 Gbps to split between 100 Mbps overlay links to each of the 10 reflectors. Each reflector has 3 Gbps to split into 100 Mbps overlay links to 30 of the 100 edge clusters. Each edge cluster is given 9 Gbps to connect to clients. We chose these capacities based on the high cost of long-haul WAN links (see S2.1).

Our prototype considers requests at the granularity of client groups, which we define to be (city, AS) pairs; we assume caching and/or multicast with a client group can efficiently distribute videos to individual users. Edge clusters are randomly placed in the 100 largest cities (determined by number of requests from that city) and each client group is connected to the 3 nearest edge clusters with 150 Mbps overlay links. (Cities in our traces are anonymized, so each city ID is randomly assigned a coordinate on a 2D grid to estimate latency.)

In addition, we assign each link a cost, loosely modeling a CDN’s cost for transferring data on that link. Source-reflector and reflector-edge link costs vary from 10 to 50 units over a normal distribution. Links from edge clusters to client groups are handled differently: half have a cost of 0, since CDNs often strike deals with edge ISPs [2]; the remaining half vary from 1 to 5.

**Methodology**: We break each trace into one minute windows and compute distribution trees for each window using VDN and three additional strategies:

- **Everything Everywhere (EE)**—This strawman naively tries to stream all videos to all edge clusters so clients can simply connect to the nearest cluster.

- **Overlay Multicast (OM)**—This strawman represents an “optimal” overlay multicast-like scheme. Each video channel individually computes the distribution tree with the highest quality (found using our integer program). This is effectively VDN without coordination across channels.

- **CDN**—We model a DNS-based CDN that extensively monitors links and servers [2, 29, 35, 40]. As there is not public information on the specific algorithm used to produce these DNS mappings, we use the following model (based on measurement studies [32, 40] and
a high-level description [2, 35]): upon receiving a request for a new video, a cluster picks the parent with the highest path capacity that is already subscribed to that video. If no parents are subscribed, it picks the parent with the highest path capacity. ASes are mapped to edge clusters that are geographically close (based on their city ID) and lightly loaded. Unlike OM, CDN does not focus on optimal end-to-end paths, just individual overlay links. This model is more fine-grained than an actual CDN as it considers each video independently [40]. CDNs assume that server selection is stored in a DNS cache with a TTL of 30 seconds [40]. We also test a variant, CDN-1, with a 1 second TTL. Note that CDN-1 would cause a large number of DNS requests, especially if combined with VDN’s per-video control.

Metrics: We use three performance metrics:
- **Average Client Bitrate**—The average bitrate delivered to each client in the trace.
- **Cost / Satisfied Request (Cost / Sat. Req.)**—The cost of data transfer per client who receives the bitrate they request, i.e., the sum over all links of \((\text{link cost} \times \text{usage}) / \text{number of satisfied requests}\).
- **% of Clients Satisfied at Requested Bitrate (Clients at BR)**—What percentage of the client requests were served at the bitrate they requested? (Clients not served will re-request at lower bitrates.)

### 7.1.1 Trace results

Tables 1, 2, and 3 summarize the results across our workloads. Each number is the average across one minute time windows in the trace. In **Average Day** and **Large Event**, VDN, CDN, and OM serve all videos at their requested quality (thus achieving the best possible average bitrate for the trace). Additionally, VDN reduces the delivery cost by 1.5-2x compared to CDN. As CDN and VDN both satisfy all clients, this decrease in cost must come from VDN finding **lower cost distribution trees** than CDN. The **Large Event** workload is easy to satisfy as almost all edge clusters should receive the four sports games. OM is as effective as VDN in both workloads.

**Heavy-Tail** is the toughest workload to coordinate. CDN provides a 1.7x improvement in quality, while serving 24% more clients at their requested bitrate. This is because other schemes react to requests individually; DNS-based schemes like CDN get “locked in” to decisions until DNS records time-out, making it hard to coordinate streams, whereas VDN performs optimization across all requests simultaneously. With OM, the lack of coordination causes a 44% degradation in satisfied requests and a 4x increase in cost.

### 7.1.2 Exploring the parameter space

Next we use our traces to evaluate the control plane scalability and the topology sensitivity of VDN. Throughout, we compute naive upper bounds (UB) on “average bitrate” and “% satisfied at requested bitrate” by comparing the demand placed on each level in the topology to the aggregate capacity at that level.

**Control plane scalability:** As we increase the number of videos and the size of the topology, we are interested in (1) the quality of the assignments VDN makes and (2) the time it takes to compute those assignments. **Number of videos:** In Figure 12, we augment **Heavy-Tail** with increasing numbers of videos and requests, keeping the video/request ratio, topology, and capacity constant. As we stress the system, it becomes more difficult to place videos. Thus, coordination becomes more important with less spare capacity in the network. Since VDN considers all streams simultaneously, unlike CDN and OM, as load increases the gap between them grows in terms of both quality (up to 1.6x; Figure 12a) and the number of clients satisfied at the requested bitrate (Figure 12b). CDN-1 does marginally better
than CDN, but a system with asynchronous control plane updates (e.g., VDN) does substantially better, as expected. Interestingly, OM satisfies fewer clients than CDN, most likely due to OM grabbing key resources early, starving later clients.

As expected, VDN’s improved assignments come at the cost of longer decision times (Figure 12c). However, in this experiment, we intentionally pushed the system outside the bounds of reality; in realistic scenarios for this topology and workload (up to 6,000 videos), decision time remains under 60 seconds (in line with §5). In the real world, if a CDN expects to serve upwards of 6,000 videos in a heavy-tail workload, we imagine the network capacity would be upgraded as well.

Network size: We expand Average Day to 10K videos (to increase demand) and vary the number of edge clusters (Figure 13). We see that VDN maintains the ability to satisfy roughly 90% of clients at their requested bitrate (effectively the naive upper bound) in under 60 seconds for this workload (as opposed to Heavy-Tail, which required 190 seconds; Figure 12c).

Topology sensitivity: Next, we explore the impact of the network topology on VDN, CDN, CDN-1, OM, and EE. We vary two aspects of the topology: (1) the degree of connectivity between tiers of the CDN and (2) the aggregate network capacity between tiers.

Network connectivity: Figure 14 shows the impact of network connectivity. As we increase the number of links between tiers, we decrease their individual capacities so the aggregate capacity between those tiers remains constant. In general, a less connected topology is going to be easier to manage as fewer links potentially means fewer failures. CDN performs better in highly connected topologies, likely because it has more opportunity to find upstream neighbors that already have the video they’re looking for. VDN, on the other hand, is not significantly affected; it is able to effectively use a small number of large links. OM does not benefit from more connectivity as it focuses on path quality rather than link quality.

Bottleneck placement: We evaluate the impact of the location of capacity bottleneck. We begin with the topology described in §7.1; the aggregate capacity from sources to reflectors is 4 Gbps, from reflectors to edge clusters is 30 Gbps, and from edge clusters to client groups is 900 Gbps (denoted (4,30,900) and named Source Constrained). We now construct two additional topologies: Reflector Constrained (4,30,900) and Edge Constrained (4000,3000,900).

Figure 15 shows VDN’s percentage improvement over CDN as a function of number of videos (generated from Average Day). We see the largest gains in Source Constrained; we expect this scenario to be the most realistic since their long-haul links are more expensive than links at the edges (as pointed to by Akamai [2, 7]). In all three cases, VDN improves average bitrate (Figure 15a). It also reduces cost up through 6,000 videos (Figure 15b), at which point (in Source Constrained) it slightly increases cost in favor of 28%-45% quality improvements——next, we discuss how to explicitly control this tradeoff.
7.1.3 Customizing VDN

**Quality vs. cost:** By adjusting the weight of the global cost term in the objective function, operators can tune the quality/cost tradeoff. Figure 16a shows an ROC-like curve depicting the average bitrate and data transfer cost in Heavy-Tail as the weight of the cost term varies from 1 to 0. For comparison, we plot CDN, CDN-1, and OM’s performance on the same trace. VDN achieves about a 1.7x increase in performance over CDN for the same cost (1.5× over OM and CDN-1), or can reduce cost by 60% at similar quality.

**Quality vs. quantity:** VDN allows operators to assign each (video, bitrate) pair a priority. We test three priority assignment strategies: Quality (priority = bitrate), Balance (priority = 1), and Quantity (priority = 1/bitrade). Quality favors serving high bitrate streams; Quantity favors serving as many streams as possible. Figure 16b shows the percentage of satisfied requests for each strategy broken down per bitrate for Heavy-Tail. Quality favors the 4K streams and Quantity favors sending more streams overall, as expected. This allows operators to not only control how things are delivered, but what is delivered (e.g., ensuring premium customers always receive HD streams even when many free customers request SD streams).

7.2 End-to-end experiments

We answer two questions:

1. **Is VDN highly responsive?** VDN reacts to events at a timescale of 200 milliseconds while staying within 17% of the optimal decision.

2. **Does VDN cope well with the issues of a wide-area environment?** Hybrid control allows VDN to function well despite losing controller updates and performs similarly to other schemes during high link fluctuations (traffic dynamics).

**Setup and topology:** We use 10 co-located nodes on EC2 [8], each representing a cluster, configured in a three-tiered CDN topology (described in §2). Two nodes are sources, another two are reflectors, and the remaining six are edge clusters. Each tier is fully connected to the next one, with measured link capacities of 75 Mbps. The controller is located outside of EC2 in the eastern US, communicating with EC2 via the public Internet.

**Methodology and traffic:** To demonstrate the benefits of hybrid control, we compare VDN to two other designs. Fully Distributed relies entirely on the distributed control algorithm in §4 and Fully Centralized uses only the centralized controller in §5. For each experiment we generate 200 videos, each requested by one client to a random edge cluster. Each channel has multiple bitrates: 200 Kbps, 600 Kbps, and 1.4 Mbps. We add a new channel to the system once a second. With 10 nodes and 75Mbps links, 100 videos can easily place great load on the system. 100 videos * 1.4Mbps is ~150 Mbps, filling two of the four source/reflector links. 200 videos would fill all four links, overloading the system. The video client is a simple HTTP chunk requester that always fetches a new chunk 2 seconds (the chunk duration) after the previous chunk was received.

7.2.1 Quality of experience

Figure 17a shows the average client bitrate as requests are added. Similar to the trace-driven evaluation, in a system with medium load, VDN gives up to a 2x performance gain over Fully Distributed. As the system becomes more loaded, Fully Distributed sharply drops while VDN and Fully Centralized decay gradually. Even when the system is under medium loaded, VDN stays close to the controller’s original decision (Optimal). Once the system reaches heavy load (~150 videos), other problems emerge (e.g., connection establishment overhead, request incast) causing performance to decay.

In Figure 17b, we see that VDN is highly responsive. Although Fully Centralized provides good average bitrate during load, its join time (time from request to first byte of video) suffers (~7 seconds, compared to VDN’s ~200 milliseconds). Fully Distributed also provides sub-second join times, but as the system gets loaded, it sees massive spikes in latency as the lack of coordination overloads interior clusters.

Figure 17c shows buffering ratio. Despite having good quality overall, Fully Centralized has a much worse buffering ratio due to its lack of responsiveness.

7.2.2 Coping with network events

Figure 18a shows the effects of link fluctuations. We select 25% of links at random, degrade their capacity by increasing amounts (using tc), and measure the perfor-
performance 10 seconds after adding 10 channels. We see that all three systems perform similarly.

Figure 18b shows the effects of loss. We drop updates from the controller and measure the performance 10 seconds after adding 10 channels. As expected, Fully Centralized performs much worse as updates are dropped. VDN performs well even when it starts to lose all update messages by falling back to distributed control.

8 Discussion

Complexity versus improvement: Despite the inherent complexity of hybrid control, VDN manages to provide a significant monetary benefit (2×) to CDN operators as well as increased flexibility (see Figure 16a and 16b). Additionally, VDN provides a centralized point of management to adjust link costs and video priorities. Furthermore, as seen in §7, simple tweaks on current CDNs, like shorter TTLs, don’t provide these benefits.

Alternate topologies: We assume an $n$-tiered topology as we feel this is representative of modern CDNs [2, 29, 35, 40]. Additional work would be needed to fit our scheme to arbitrary topologies.

Client-side bitrate adaptation: Although not explicitly included in our system, we assume clients independently do bitrate adaptation through some black-box assessment of delivery quality. Distributed control allows VDN to quickly respond to bitrate switching, but we assume that the rate of switching is fairly low [9].

9 Related work

Content delivery networks: Large- (e.g., [29, 35]) and medium-scale (e.g., [18, 42]) CDN systems have explored various design choices, including peer-to-peer, hybrid [22, 43], centralized, or hierarchical architectures [24] as well as their tradeoffs [45]. None of these papers provides the key combination of global coordination, video-specific optimization, cost-minimization, attention to live-video specific issues, and practical end-to-end system design.

Overlay multicast: Prior work on providing the sustained high-throughput connections needed for live video [12, 14, 26, 30] focuses on how to best organize individual streams. However, they do not perform extensive coordination across video streams. P2P-based approaches [30] can potentially benefit VDN, but may cause additional issues with hybrid control (e.g., loops) as they complicate the topology.

Traffic engineering: Recent work [13, 15, 23, 25] shows the benefits of centralized traffic engineering in ensuring high utilization and fairness in both intra- and inter-datacenter settings. Unlike VDN, they work on flow aggregates at coarse timescales, making it hard for them to provide the fine-grained dynamic control required for live video.

Video optimization: There is much prior work on understanding and improving video delivery, including client-side bitrate adaptation [27], metrics [9, 10], cross-CDN optimization (e.g., [32]), and CDN-selection strategies (e.g., [19]). Our work focuses on end-to-end delivery and provides a practical system design.

10 Conclusion

VDN is a platform for live video delivery that helps balance the concerns of both users and CDN operators by providing real-time control over individual streams from the CDN side. VDN employs centralized quality optimization and hybrid control for responsiveness. We show that centralized optimization can greatly improve video quality while minimizing cost. Our hybrid control plane mitigates WAN challenges, providing quick join times and responsiveness to failures. Using a live video trace, we show that VDN provides a 1.7× improvement in average bitrate and a 2× reduction in delivery cost in different scenarios. Using Amazon EC2, we show that our design is responsive at a timescale of 200 ms.
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